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MONOTONICITY, CONVEXITY AND SYMMETRIC DERIVATES

BY

CLIFFORD E. WEIL

ABSTRACT.  If the first lower symmetric derívate of a continuous func-

tion is nonnegative, then it is nondecreasing.  If the second lower symmetric

derívate of a continuous function is nonnegative, then it is convex.  In this paper

it is shown that if continuity is replaced by Baire one, Darboux in each of these,

then the resulting statements are true.

1. Introduction. The point of departure for this paper is the following

pair of classical theorems.

Theorem A. /// is continuous on an open interval I and if the first lower

symmetric derívate of fis nonnegative on I, then fis nondecreasing on I.

Theorem B. Iff is continuous on an open interval I and if the second

lower symmetric derívate of fis nonnegative on I, then fis convex on I.

For a proof of Theorem B see for example [3, p. 23]. Actually a stronger

theorem is proved there; one where second lower symmetric derívate is replaced

by second upper symmetric derívate. Theorem A can be obtained from Theorem

B by observing that if/satisfies the conditions of Theorem A, then any indefinite

integral of/satisfies the conditions of Theorem B. Here it is shown that in both

theorems continuity can be replaced by Baire one, Darboux. In addition it is

shown that at least in the case of Theorem B continuity cannot be replaced by

Darboux alone. Finally it is observed that in the stronger version of Theorem B

proved in [3] continuity cannot be replaced by Baire one, Darboux.

2. Preliminaries. In this section the necessary definitions are given as well

as the statements of known theorems which will be used in the remainder of the

paper. Throughout all functions are real valued.

2.1 Definition.   A function defined on an open interval / is of Baire class

one if it is the pointwise limit of a sequence of functions each of which is contin-

uous on /.
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22 Definition. A function defined on an open interval / has the Darboux

property (or is Darboux) if the image of every subinterval of / is an interval.

For a discussion of the elementary facts concerning Baire class one func-

tions having the Darboux property see [1].

23 Definition.   Let / be a function defined on an open interval /, and let

x E I.  For each h > 0 so small that x + h and x - h both lie in / define

Ai/fo h) = (f(x + h)-f(x- h))/2h

and

A2A*. h)=(f(x + h) + fix-h)- 2fix))/h2.

Also define

LD.fix) = lim inf Axf(x, h)
A-»0 +

with LD2fix) similarly defined.

Next several theorems due to Bañe are stated which will be used in the

proofs of the results to follow.

2.4 Theorem. If a function f defined on an interval I is of Baire class one,

then for each closed subset C of I,

{x E C\f restricted to C is continuous at x}

is a dense, G6 subset of C.

Recall that a G6 set is a countable intersection of open sets.

25 Theorem. If C is a closed set, and if for each n = 1, 2,.. . ,Hn is a

dense, G& subset ofC, then H = C\^=xHn is also a dense, Gs subset ofC.

2.6 Theorem. IfH is a Gs set and if H = U~= i Fn where each Fn is

closed relative to H, then at least one of the sets Fn contains a nonempty set

which is open relative to H.

The last two theorems are both versions of the Baire Category Theorem.

3. The monotonicity result.

3.1 Theorem. Suppose I is an open interval and f is a junction of Baire

class one possessing the Darboux property defined on I. If LDxfix) > 0 for each

xEI, then f is nondecreasing on I.

Proof. It suffices to deal with the case LDxf(x) > 0 for each xEI, for

the theorem in this case applied to fix) + ex for each e > 0 yields the result in

the desired case by letting e tend to zero. Assume in this special case that / is
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not nondecreasing on /.  Then there are a0 and b0 in I, aQ < b0, with f(aQ) >

f(bQ). Let f(a0) >a> f(b0) and set

Ea={xe [a0, b0]\f(x) < a}   and   F° = [x G [a0, b0]\fix) > a}.

Suppose that neither Ea nor Ea contains an interval. Then each subinterval of

[a0, b0] contains both points from Ea and points from Ea. So if x G [a0, b0]

is a point of continuity of/(there are such points since /is of Baire class one)

then fix) = a. Consequently there can be at most one such a. Hence assume a

is such that Ea or Ea contains an interval, and suppose for definiteness, it is Fa.

The argument for Ea is similar. Let (a, b) C Ea where

a = inf{t:(t,b)CEa}.

By the Darboux property fia) < a and since fiaQ) > a, a0 < a < b < b0. So

LDxfia) > 0. But by choice of a, there is a sequence {A„} of positive numbers

converging to zero such that fia - hn)> a. Moreover for 0 < A < b - a,

fia + A) < a. Thus for n sufficiently large

fia + hn)-fia-hn)<a-a = 0

whence LDxfia) < 0 which is a contradiction.

4. The convexity result. The proof of the convexity theorem is based on

the following lemma.

4.1 Lemma.   Let I be an open interval and fa function of Baire class one

possessing the Darboux property defined on I with LD2fix) > 0 for all x G /.

If there is a convex function g defined on I such that H = {x\fix) = g(x)} is a

dense, Gs subset of I, then fix) = g(x) for all xCI.

Proof.  First suppose there is an x G / with fix) > g(x). Since H is a

dense, Gs subset of/, it is possible to choose a > 0 so small that {A > 0|x +

heH) and {A > 0|x - A G H} ire dense, Gs subsets of [0, a]. By the form of

the Baire Category Theorem stated in 2.5, P = {A > 0|x + A G H and x -A G H}

is dense in [0, a]. Since g is convex on /, it is also continuous there. Con-

sequently, by making a smaller if necessary, it may be assumed that g(x + A) <

/(x)and^(x-A)</(^)forailAG [0,a]. Thus, if AGPfl [0,a],then

fix + h) < fix) and fix-h)< fix), and therefore A2flx, A) < 0. It follows

that LD2fix) < 0 contrary to assumption. Hence, for all x G /, fix) < g(x).

To show that fix) = g(x) for each x G / let J and J' be any two closed

subintervals of / satisfying J C int /' where int /' denotes the interior of /', and

let C = / - int H.  Then C is closed and, as is easily seen, the set K = [x G C\

fix) < g(x)} is a dense subset of C. What is not so easy to see is that H C\C
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is also a dense subset of C. To this end let x E C and L an open subinterval of

/ containing x. Because H is dense in I, L C\J contains a point of H. If this

point is not in int H, then it is in C.  Otherwise it belongs to an interval L' of

int H.  Now it is an easy exercise to show that if a continuous function and one

with the Darboux property agree on an interval, then they also agree at the end-

points of that interval. Thus the endpoint of V closer to x belongs to H as well

as to L H / but not to int H. Hence, it is in H n L n C. Consequently, H C\C

is a dense, G6 subset of C.

To complete the proof a second dense, G6 subset of C is needed. Let x E

K.  Since fiy) = giy) foi y EH and since g is continuous at x,

Ax)<g(x)=     hm     f(y).
y-*x,y£H

Hence,

Um     \(f(y)-fix))/(y-x)\ = oo.
y-*x,y^H

Therefore, for each positive integer n there is an open subinterval /„ x of/'

whose midpoint is x and whose length is no more than 2/n such that

IC/00-f(x))/iy ~x)\>n for eachyEHC\Jnx. Let

Gn = U («C n C),
x&K

where J'n x is the open interval with midpoint x and length half that of J„iX.

Then Gn is an open, dense subset of C.  The Baire Category Theorem in the form

2.5 then implies that

h'= r\Gn
n=l

is a dense, G6 subset of C as is H n H'. Let y EH n H'. Then fiy) = giy) and

for each n, y EGn. Since £ is convex on / and since /' is a closed subinterval of

/, there is an n such that for u and v in /', u =£ u,

lfe(«) -*(»))/(« -o)l<«.

Since LD2fiy) > 0 by choosing an even larger n if necessary it may be assumed

that if 0 < « < 1/2«, then A2fiy, h) > 0. Since y E Gn, there is an x E K with

yEJ'n,x- Therefore,

(*) l/t»-/(*)!> »lv-*l-

Because \y-x\< 1/2«, A2fiy, \y - x|) > 0, from which it follows that

j\2y-x)-fiy)>fiy)-f(x).
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Since g(x) > fix), g(2y -x)> fily - x) and fiy) = g(y), g(2y -x)- g(y) >

f(2y -x)- fiy) and fiy) - fix) > g(y) - g(x). Note that x, y, and 2y - x all

belong to Jnx and recall that Jnx C j'. Thus,\g(2y - x)-g(y)\ < n\y -x\ and

\giy) - g(x)\ < n\y - *|. Hence,

n\y-x\>g(2y-x)-g(y)>f(2y-x)-f(y)

>fij>)- Ax) > g(y) - g(x) >~n\y- x\;

that is

n\y - xI > fiy) - fix) >-n\y- x\

which contradicts the inequality (*). It must be concluded that C-0; that is,

fix) = g(x) for all x ej. Since / was an arbitrary closed subinterval of / it fol-

lows that fix) = g(x) on /.

42 Remark. This lemma is stated in the form in which it will be used to

prove the next theorem. The assumption that / be of Baire class one was used

nowhere in the proof and could have been dropped from the assumptions. If

this assumption is retained the assumption that H is a Gs set may be omitted

and proved from the condition that / is of Baire class one.

Now the Lemma 4.1 is used to prove the second main result.

43 Theorem.  Let I be an open interval and fa Baire one, Darboux func-

tion defined on I. IfLD2fix) > 0 for each x G /, then fis convex on I.

Proof.  It suffices to consider the case LD2fix) > 0 for each x G /, for

the general case can be obtained from this more specific one by adding ex2 to

fix) for e > 0 and letting e tend to 0. Before this assumption can be exploited

a certain dense, Gs set must be constructed. Let

H0- {x e I\f is continuous at x} U Ie,

where Ie denotes the complement of I.  By 2.4, H0 is a dense, G5 subset of R—

the real Une. For each rational number r let Hr = {x\x + reH0}. Then clear-

ly each Hr is also a dense, Gs subset of R.  By the form 2.5 of the Baire Cate-

gory Theorem

H=(QH')nl>

where Q is the set of all rational numbers, is a dense, Gs subset of /. Since

HCH0 O / every x G H is a point of continuity off.  Moreover it is asserted

that if x e H, A G Q with x + hei, then x + heH because for each r G Q,

xeHr+h; that is x + r + A G#0; or x + A eHr. Thus x + A G D^qH,.,

and since x + hei,x + heH.  Similarly, if x eH, A G Q with x-hei, then

x-hCH.
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Now the assumption that LD2fix) > 0 is used. For each « = 1, 2, 3,. . .

let

Fn= {xE H\A2fix, h) > \/n for each h E Q, 0 < h < 1/«}.

Since LD2fix) > 0 for each xEH,

\jFn=H.
n=l

Next it is shown that each Fn is closed in H.  If {xk} is a sequence of points in

Fn and limJt_>0Oxfc = x0EH, and if h E Q with 0 < h < l/n, then x0, x0 + h,

and x0 - h are all points of continuity of/.  Hence, A2fix, h) is a continuous

function of x at x0. Since xk E Fn for each k, A2fixk, h) > l/n. Therefore,

the continuity assertion implies that A2f(x0, h) > l/n. Thus, x0 G Fn, and

therefore, Fn is closed in H.  So by the form 2.6 of the Baire Category Theorem,

there is an open interval J E I and an integer « such that H C\J E Fn.

The next goal is to show that / is convex on a subinterval L of /.  Let

xEJHH and let 0 < h < 1/« be a rational number so small that x - h and

x + h both he in /. Put L = [x - h, x + h], and let fx be the function defined

on L that agrees with / at the endpoints of L and is linear on L.  Clearly, fx is

convex. Let f2 be the function defined on L that agrees with / at the endpoints

and the midpoint of L and is linear on each of the subintervals [x - h, x],

[x, x + h]. Since xEH C\J E Fn and since « is a rational number satisfying

0 < h < 1/«, A2fix, h) > l/n > 0. Since « > 0, it follows that

(fix + h) + fix - h) - 2fix))/h > 0;

or

(fix + h) -fix))/h > (fix) -fix- h))/h.

That is, the slope of the line segment connecting (x + h, fix + h)) and (x, fix))

is larger than that of the segment connecting (x, fix)) and (x -h, fix - h)). But

the graph of/2 is composed of these two segments. It can therefore be deduced

that, first, f2 is convex on L and, second, that f2 < fx.

Let f3 be the function defined on L that agrees with / at the points x - h,

x - A/2, x, x + A/2 and x + h, and is linear on the intervals between these

points. By the assumptions onx and h, x + A/2 EHC\JEF„ and hence

A2fix + A/2, A/2) > 0, from which it follows as in the above calculation that

the slope of the line segment joining (x 4- A, fix + A)) and (x + A/2, fix + A/2))

is larger than that joining (x + A/2, fix + A/2)) and (x, fix)). Likewise since

A2/Tx, A/2) > 0, the slope of the segment joining (x + A/2, fix + A/2)) and

(x, fix)) is larger than that joining (x, fix)) and (x - A/2, fix - A/2)) which in
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turn is larger than the slope of the line segment joining (x - A/2, fix - A/2)) and

(x -h,fix- A)). Since the graph of f3 is made up of the four line segments

mentioned above, it can be concluded that f3 is convex on L and that f3 < f2.

Continue in this fashion to define a decreasing sequence {fk} of functions

each convex on L, with the property that if Dk denotes the set where / and fk

agree, then Dk C Dk+X, k = 1,2,... and D = \Jk-xDk is dense in L.  It fol-

lows that the function

g(x)= Urn fk(x)

exists on L, that g is convex on L and consequently continuous on int L, and

that / and g agree on D.  From the last two facts it can be concluded that / and

g agree at every point of continuity of/in int L; that is,/and g agree on HQ O

int L, a dense, Gs subset of int L. Then the preceding lemma implies that /= g

on int L.  Hence, /is convex on int L.

What has been proved so far can be summarized by saying that the interval

/ contains a subinterval on which / is convex. Now this statement applies equally

well to any subinterval of I.  It follows that if G = [x G /|there is an open in-

terval containing x on which / is convex}, then G is an open, dense subset of /.

To show that G = /, let C = / - G.  Then C is closed, relative to /, and hence a

G6 set. Let

H' = {x e C\f restricted to C is continuous at x}.

Then H' is a dense, G6 subset of C and hence a G6 set. Next for each x G C let

Gx = {A > 0|x + A G G and x - A G G},

and for each n = 1, 2, 3, ... set

F'n= {xC #'| A2/Tx, A) > \¡n for 0 < A < 1/n, A G Gx}.

Since for each x, LD2fix) > 0,

ÙFn=H'.
n=l

To verify that each F'n is closed in //', let {xk} be a sequence of points of F'n

which converges to x G H', and let 0 < A < 1/« with heGx. Since x + A G G

and x-heG, and / is continuous on G, fixk + A) —► /Tx + A) and /(x^ - A)

—* fix - h) as k-+<*>. Since x G H' and xfc G F'n CC,fixk)—*fix)ask-+

oo. Therefore, Aj/fx*. A) —► A2fix, A) as k —► °o. Moreover, since G is open,

for k sufficiently large xk + A G G and xk - A G G.  Hence, A G GX/fc for k large

enough, and since xk G F„ and 0 < A < 1/n, A2/Txfr. A) > 1/n.  It follows that
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A2f(x, A) > l/n, or x G Fn. Thus F'n is closed in H' for each « = 1,2,... .

Then 2.6 implies that there is an integer « and an open interval /' such that

0±j'C\H'EF'n. Since /has the Darboux property and since LD2fix) > 0

for each x in /, it can easily be shown that if/is convex on two intervals with a

common endpoint, then it is convex on the union of the two intervals. Hence,

C is a perfect set and thus /' O H' is infinite. Therefore, it is possible to select

a subinterval / of /' whose endpoints he in C and are not endpoints of intervals

of G such that 0 =£ / n H' E F'n. It follows that if / intersects a subinterval of

G it contains that interval.

Before proceeding with the main line of the proof it is necessary to estab-

lish that / is continuous at an endpoint, x, of any subinterval, L, of G C\ J.

Properties of convex functions together with the fact that /has the Darboux

property imply the continuity of/at x relative to L.  In addition since A2f(x, A)

> 0 for A sufficiently small, it is easily seen that

(1) liminf fiy) > fix).
y-*x

Now for y EC d J, y not the endpoint of an interval of G C\J, since A2fiy, A)

> 0 for A small enough it follows that there is a sequence {y'k} of points of G

converging to y with fiy'k) > fiy). Since a function convex on an interval attains

its maximum at an endpoint of that interval, it may be assumed that y'k E C is

an endpoint of an interval of G H /.  Since F'n is dense in C and by (1) it follows

that there is a sequence {yk} of points of F'n converging to y such that

liminf fiy k) > fiy)-

The corresponding statement for v.any point in C.follows from (1). To prove

that lim supy^.xfiy) < fix) suppose to the contrary that there is a sequence {yk}

converging to x and an e > 0 with

liminf fiyk)>fix)+ e.

Fust note that yk $L. lfyk G G, then yk may be replaced by a point of C at

which / is no smaller. So assume each yk E C. By what was just proved it fol-

lows that there is a sequence {zk} of points of F'n converging to x with

iiminf/(zfc)>/(x) + e.
k-*<*>

Next let {xk} be a sequence in L converging to x. Then umk_,OBf(xk) =fix)

as was already noted. Let wk = 2zfc - xk so that xk and wk are on opposite

sides of zk but equidistant from zk. It is possible to select {xk} in such a way

that each wk E G.  For k so large that \xk - zk\ < l/n, since A2fizk, \xk - zk\)

> l/n > 0,
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lim inf f(wk) > Um inf 2fizk) - fixk)
k-*<*> k-*°°

>2fix) + 2e-fix) = fix) + 2e.

As above there is a sequence {uk} of points of F'n converging to x with

Uminf/(«Jt)>/(x) + 2e.

Repeating the above procedure it is possible to construct for each m a sequence

{um k} of points in F'n converging to x with

Urn inf fium k) > fix) + me.

FinaUy by a diagonal method pick a sequence {vk} of points of F'n converging

to x with

Um inf fipk) = oo.

To obtain the contradiction let y G G, y $L with

\x-y\< min[l/n, length of L]

and let xk = 2vk -y.  Then for k sufficiently large, xk G L.  But since \vk -y\

< \x -y\ < l/n and since y and xk are both in G,

flxk)>2flvk)-fiy),

so that

lim inf f(xk) = oo

contrary to

hm fixk) = f(2x - y).

Let (a, b) and (c, d) be two disjoint subintervals of G Ci J with b < c, and

let F be the function defined on [a, d] by setting F = / on [a, b] and on [c, d]

and by letting F be Unear on [b, c]. It wiU be shown that F is convex on [a, d].

Let 8X > 0 be such that if 0 < A < Sx, then A2/(A, A) > 0. Let a < a < b

with b - a' < 8X. It suffices to show that (c, fie)) lies above the Une through

the points (a, fia')) and (b, fib)), for if this statement is true for every such a',

then it can easily be seen that F is convex on [a, c]. Applying this result to

f(-x) yields that F is convex on [b, d]. Since the intervals [a, c] and [b, d]

overlap in an interval of positive length, it foUows that F is convex on [a, d].

To make the proof easier assume that fia') = fib) = 0. This can be done
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by subtracting a linear function from / which does not change any of the assump-

tions on /.  (For a proof that the sum of a Baire one, Darboux function and a

continuous function is Baire one, Darboux, see [1, Theorem 7.5, p. 109]. That

LD2fix) > 0 still holds is trivial.) Let

y=    sup   fiy),
yeib.c]

and let

x = inf\y E [b, c]\y = lim sup fiz)\ .

(That the above set is nonempty is easily verified.) Clearly 7 = lim supz_>x/(z).

Since / is convex on [a, b] and since fia') = fib) = 0, fib - A) < 0 for each

0<A<A-a. In addition, since ô-a'< 8,, A2/TA, A)>0. Thus fib + A) >

-fib - A) > 0, whence, fiy) > 0 on [b, b + (A - a')]. Therefore, 7 > 0. The

object is to show that x = c.  First, since / is continuous at b and since fib) =

0, x ± b.

Suppose, contrary to desire, that b < x < c. It will be shown next that in

this case x is not a point of continuity of / which means that x ^ G nor is x the

endpoint of a maximal interval of G. For if / is continuous at x, then fix) = y.

If A > 0 is such that x + A G [b, c], and x - h E [b, c], then fix + A) < 7 and

fix - A) < 7, and hence A2fix, A) < 0, contradicting the assumption LD2fix)

>0.

Let (a, ß) be a subinterval of G, (a, ß) C (x, x + 1/2«) n [b, c]. (Recall

H' njEFn.) For each y E (a, ß), fiy) < 7. By the result of the above para-

graph there is 0 < 52 < (ß - a)/4 such that x + S2 E C and x 4- 52 < a. Then

S2 <a-x<0-x<l/2«,   and   452</?-a   or   252 - ß < -252 - a.

Hence, 2x + 252 - ß < 2x - 2d2 - a. Let

L = (2x + 252 - ß, 2x - 262 - a).

Since x - (2x - 252 - a) = a - x + 252 > 3Ô2 > 0, L is an interval to the left

of x whose significance will be seen once a certain element z of H' is selected.

Let e > 0. There is a z E [b, c] close to x such that fiz) > y -e/2. Using an

argument similar to one used in the proof that / is continuous at endpoints of

intervals of G n /, it may be assumed that z G H', and \z - x\ < 52. Choose A

so that z-hEL. Then

2x + 2S2-ß<z-h<2x-282-a,

or multiplying by -1 and adding 2z
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-2x 4- 262 + a + 2z < z 4- A < -2x - 252 + ß + 2z.

But -62 < z - x < S2. So 0 < 2z - 2x + 252 and -2x + 2z - 252 < 0. There-

fore, a < z + A < ß. That is, if z - A G L, then z + A G (a, ß) C G.  Since

|z - x| < 52 and since z + A G (a, ß), h > 0. Moreover,

A = x-z + z + A-x<52+0-x< 1/2/1 + 1/2« = 1/n.

So if, in addition, z - A G Z, fi G (and there are such numbers A since G is dense),

then A2/Tz, A) > 0 because zCH' CFn. So

Az - A) > 2/(z) - fiz + A) > 2(7 - e/2) - 7 = 7 - e.

That is, for y e L C\ G, fiy) > 7 - e. This inequality holds for every e > 0.

Hence for y G L H G, fiy) > 7. This contradicts the choice of x. Therefore,

x = c as desired. Since / is continuous at c it foUows that fie) = 7 > 0 which

completes the proof that F is convex on [a, d].

To finish the proof of the theorem let (ax, bx) be a maximal interval of G

contained in /, and let (a2, b2) be a second such interval but to the right of

(ax, bx). Order the remaining maximal intervals of G in (bx, a2) in a sequence

{(afc, Ajt)}^_3, and note that the interval [bx, a2] contains points of C.  Let fx

be the function that agrees with/on [a,, bx] and on [a2, b2] and is linear on

the interval [bx, a2]. Let f2 be the function that agrees with /on the intervals

[ax, bx], [a2, b2], and [a3, b3] and is linear on the intervals [bx, a3] and

[A3, a2]. This function is convex on [ax, b3] and on [a3, b2]. Since these two

intervals overlap in [a3, b3], an interval with positive length, it foUows that f2 is

convex on [a,, A2]. Since /t is linear on [bx, a2], and since f2 is convex there,

/2(x)</j(x) for xG [A1( a2]. Elsewhere on [ax, b2],fx and/2 agree. Thus

f2 </j. In this fashion construct a decreasing sequence {fk} of convex functions

such that/k agrees with/on [a,, bx], [a2, b2],.... and [afc+1, Afc+1]. Let

g(x) = limk^„,fk(x). Then £ is convex and agrees with/on G C\[ax,b2]. Since

G n [aj, A2] is an open, dense subset of [ax, b2], Lemma 4.1 imphes that/is

convex on [ax, b2]. Hence (ax, b2) C G contrary to the above observation that

[bx, a2] contains points of C.  Therefore C = 0, and hence G = I and conse-

quently / is convex on /.

5. Examples. This paper is concluded with two examples which give some

indication of the extent to which the two main results can be strengthened. The

first shows that in Theorem 4.3 the assumption that the function be of Baire

class one cannot be omitted. The second shows that in the same theorem the

second lower symmetric derívate cannot be replaced by the second upper sym-

metric derivate.
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5.1 Example. There is a (nonmeasurable) function / that takes on every

value in every interval and that satisfies the equation fix + y) = fix) + fiy).

Remark. That the function attains every value in every interval implies

that it has the Darboux property. Because of the additivity condition

fix + h)+fix-h)-2f(x) = 0.

Thus, LD2fix) = 0, but/is not convex.

Proof. The example is based on the existence of a Hamel basis, B, for the

real numbers as a vector space over the rational numbers. Write

B= \jBn
it=i

where the sets Bn, « = 1, 2,.. ., are uncountable and pairwise disjoint. By

multiplying each element of Bn by an appropriate rational number, it may be

assumed that

Bn C (1 - 1/«, 1 + 1/«),      «=1,2.

For each « = 1, 2,... let / map Bn onto R and then extend / from B to all of

R by linearity. The equation

fix+y) = f(x)+fiy)

is then trivial (in fact does not depend on how /is defined on B). To show that

/attains every value in every interval, let (a, b)E R and y ER. Pick a nonzero

rational number r E (a, b). Since multiplication by r is a continuous function,

there is a positive integer n such that if x E (1 - l/n, 1 4- 1/«), then rx E (a, b).

By the definition of/, there is an A G Bn such that fih) = y/r. Since hEBnC

(1 - 1/«, 1 + 1/«), rh G (a, b) and firh) = rfih) = y.

52 Example.  There is a Baire one, Darboux function whose upper second

symmetric derívate is nonnegative which is not convex.

Proof. In [2] Croft proves the existence of a Baire one, Darboux func-

tion that is nonnegative, zero almost everywhere, but not identically zero. Let/

be the negative of the Croft example. Then /is Baire one, Darboux. For each

x, fix + A) = fix - A) = 0 for almost every A > 0. Hence the upper second

symmetric derívate of/at x is

Jim   -2fix)/h2>0
h-*0+

since fix) < 0. That / is not convex seems clear.
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